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What is Tekhelet?
The Biblical commandment to tie a
tassel (Heb. tzitzit) to each corner of
garments requires that cords of
violet blue (Heb. tekhelet) be
attached to the tassel (Numbers 15,
38). Tekhelet is synonymous with
"hyacinthine purple" of classical
antiquity, while Biblical purple (Heb.
argaman) is "Tyrian purple" [1].
On Judaic ritual prayer-shawls (Heb.
tallit), the use of this tekhelet cord
was discontinued in the 7th century,
because its source was lost.



WHO FIRST IDENTIFIED THE SOURCE?

The Venetian professor of pharmacy and
chemistry Bartolommeo Bizio [2] was the
first to identify the Mediterranean
shellfish "banded dye-murex" (Hexaplex
trunculus) as the source of ancient
hyacinthine purple. Although contested
by his contemporaries, this finding was
confirmed by later researchers [3]. The
dye from H. trunculus is characterized by
a significant content of 6-bromoindigotin
admixed with indigotin, in addition to
6,6'-dibromoindigotin [4]. The authentic
dyeing-process is now considered to have
required a bacterial fermentation vat [5].



WHY REVIVE THE DYEING INDUSTRY?
The Tekhelet Project [6] aims to reestablish the large-
scale manufacture of tekhelet in order to reintroduce
the use of the colored cords on ritual shawls worn by
Jews throughout the world. The feasibility of creating
a sustainable market for tekhelet cords has now been
proved by the pilot-undertaking of Ptil Tekhelet [7].
The new initiative faces several difficulties:
1. The mollusk must be conserved, as it is threatened

by extinction in nature due to pollution of the
Mediterranean Sea [8].

2. It cannot be fished for in Israel because it is a
protected species.

3. A regular and reliable supply of hundreds of
thousands of snails will be required each year.



THE TEKHELET PROJECT

The central initiative of the Tekhelet Project is an
R&D program to investigate how to rear and farm
banded dye-murex in artificial pools using
mariculture. The goal will be to be able to set up full-
scale installations for breeding the snails, producing
the dye and dyeing the ritual tekhelet cords.



RELATED SUBJECTS FOR RESEARCH
The project may also deal with related subjects, such as:

1. developing a laboratory assay for the content of dyestuff
precursors in the shellfish

2. chemical synthesis of 6-bromoindoxyl and 6-bromoindigotin
3. clarification of the mechanism of the thermochromic transition

of 6-bromoindigotin [9]
4. explaining variations in the color as obtained from individual

snails
5. defining optimal conditions for the formation of the dye
6. using a fermentation vat for dyeing
7. the biology of the fermentation process
8. alternative mariculture and biological methodologies for making

the dye
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